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Teach Real English!

English Language Teaching Resource
° Six core AQA themes, collaboration across our department

° Used by teachers across UK — 700,000 visitors

à Teaching Units (30)

à Language Investigations (18)

à Linguistics Research Digest (216 summaries)

à Glossary
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Teach Real English!

Current research embedded in Teaching Units
• Gender — salient new ways of speaking 

° high rising terminals (‘uptalk’), creaky voice (‘vocal fry’)
° new accent markers of social class
° relationships among gender, audience, other factors

• Ethnicity —
° diversity in ethnic accents and accent repertoire
° relating to age, social network, historical social change

• English around the world —
° new dialect forms with regular rules
° multiple styles in individual speakers, 

increasingly diverse inter-cultural contact 

• Digital communication, social media, and news —
° multimodal communication: 

age, identity, and changes in progress
° “fake news” and changes in consumption of news

• Continual cycle of change in grammar and norms
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English around the world

English around the world (TU15, TU16)

• English is the most widely spoken language in human history 

• Estimates suggest ~2 billion people use some English today 

• The language has developed different forms on every continent and is used 
by increasingly diverse groups of users 

• Two Teaching Units look at two native, vernacular dialects of English in two 
entirely different parts of the world: 
° African American Vernacular English (AAVE) 
° Colloquial Singapore English (CSE)

• The units show that the grammar of English dialects, even new ones, are not 
mistakes but systematic sets of rules that some individuals choose to switch 
on or off in their speech     

CONTENT IN SLIDES IS FROM TEACHING UNITS
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English around the world

~400 million native speakers; 2+ billion users
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English around the world

African American Vernacular English (TU15) 

Background

• Developed from the use of British dialects and African languages in colonial 
plantation settings in the United States 

• AAVE has contributed more to English lexicon than most dialects through 
the global dominance of African-American music and popular culture

• Blues and jazz music nearly a century ago —
e.g. cool, hip, right on, uptight, get down, do your thing, gig

• Hip hop, rap, and colloquial speech —
e.g. chill out, high five, soul, player, off the hook, you go girl, bling, hustle, dis

• Despite global appropriation, AAVE is one of the most stigmatized dialects

à Attitudes to dialects reflect attitudes to social groups
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English around the world

African-American preacher
There’s a secret legacy of depression among women who preach. 

It's acted out in private moments when we cry alone. 

It tells on us in public opportunities as we try to outrun and 
outperform

and out-succeed and obscure our personal life sorrows. 

We make extravagant demands on our congregations.

So they can buy us bigger toys and bigger things. 

So we can feel like we're loved because of what our peoples did 
for us.

[LATER IN THE SAME EXCHANGE — PERSONAL NARRATIVE]

You can tell the differen’ between somebody's pet and a yard dog.

Pet been taken care of.

Pet ribs ain't showin’.

Pet don't have no mange on him.

(Kortenhoven 2017)

Shift to vernacular
à Intimacy, personalisation
à Humorous key
à Life experience
à In-group marking
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English around the world

Dialects are as rule-governed as standard varieties
Bare nouns

• AAVE allows singular generic subjects to omit article: Pet been taken care of.

• Not in object position: *It can be tough to have pet.

• Other English dialects restrict this to weak definites: 
at church, on television, playing piano, dancing cheek to cheek, head of department

• Variation in Standard varieties: in (the) hospital / go to (the) hospital

Omission of auxiliary verbs
• He crazy! (adjectives) or She runnin’ (verbs) 

• Not with past tense or first person subjects: *I crazy.  *She cryin’ yesterday. 

Non-standard negative form ain’t
• Very complex rules: Ain’t nobody seen it. Can’t nobody beat it.  Won’t be none left.

• But: *Ain’t my friends seen it. *None won’t be left.

Multiple negation
• Old English (Beowulf), Middle English (Chaucer), Early Modern English (Shakespeare) 

• Prohibited through prescriptive grammars in the 18th century
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English around the world

African American Vernacular English 

Questions for discussion
• What are some of the distinctive grammatical features that the preacher uses? 

• How do we know these aren’t just mistakes? 
(Hint: Examine her command of a standard style of English.)

• Why do you think she shifts? What advantages does the vernacular have for her?

• AAVE has a global presence via popular culture. Why so popular in this domain? 

• But AAVE is also one of the most stigmatized varieties of English in the world. 
Why are attitudes so much more negative than to many other varieties?  
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Meanwhile, at the other end of the world…
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English around the world

Standard and Colloquial Singapore English (TU16) 

Background

• Singapore English, sometimes called ‘Singlish’, is a new dialect of English 
spoken in Singapore. 

• Singaporeans have traditionally been native speakers of Chinese, Tamil, and 
Malay languages, but increasingly the country is shifting towards native 
English use. This is partly due to an active government policy of promoting 
English in schools. 

• Like speakers of vernacular dialects around the world, and like AAVE 
speakers, Singaporeans often have a range of speaking styles that they can 
use.   
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English around the world

Code-switching in Singapore English (from ICE-SING corpus)

B: Excuse me cannot even promote ø holiday in front of him muh. Got to 
sweat you know. Group pressure he cannot survive.

C: Wah lau.

A: Afterwards tell him want pressure lah …

B: Got time we can.

A: Can lah so we’ll meet uh two to four.  After ø fourth service. I mean 
LK ø very long-winded. The only way end four thirty-five lucky.

[LATER IN THE SAME EXCHANGE — B IS DEFENDING HIMSELF AGAINST TEASING]

B: Excuse me. She’s forty-five. She has two kids and she’s the one who 
has been trying to match-make me.

C: We have a new generation woman uh.

B: Ya. And her husband is a policeman. 

A: Short of saying he’s a bouncer, right?

B: And he is not as (xxx) as a bouncer uh near his son is bad enough. 
He’s about twice my size.  But he’s not fat, you see. He’s just big.

Shift to standard
à Factual rebuttal
à Objectivity
à High ground
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English around the world

Singapore English — Observable language features
Discourse particles: Singapore English uses a large number of discourse particles, most of which 
are derived from Chinese (lah, hor, lor, leh, muh, mah, ah, uh), though not all (eh, what, one). Use 
of these can be seen throughout the transcript. Each performs a slightly different pragmatic 
function, e.g. lah can be associated with solidarity, emphasis, persuasion, explanation, 
impatience, and disapproval. Others indicate questioning, confirmation, holding the addressee’s 
attention, obviousness, contradiction, resignation, assertion, tentativeness, skepticism.

Omission of subjects and objects: In the more colloquial phase of the transcript, we see the 
omission of subjects (e.g. lines 3, 5) and objects (e.g. lines 10, 11). This is based on Chinese syntax, 
which, like many of the world’s languages, allows subjects and objects to be omitted from 
sentences. 

Omission of articles: Articles can be omitted in Colloquial Singapore English (e.g. lines 3, 5, 9), but 
the rules for these bare nouns (e.g. holiday) are different to what we saw for AAVE earlier. 

Omission of auxiliary verbs: We also see omission of auxiliary be. (line 11: David Kwong very 
long-winded). Again, the rules for omitting be in Singapore English are different to those for 
AAVE. 

Non-standard word order: The order of words is very different to standard varieties of English. 
For example, the object comes first in Group pressure he cannot survive (line 6).

New grammatical meanings: Words such as got (line 10) have gained new grammatical meaning. 
Got marks existence in Singapore English, e.g. Got at least one time everyone happy. ‘There was 
at least one time when everyone was happy.’ Based on Chinese, got, already and last time have 
taken on new past tense meanings, replacing verbal marking with -ed.
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English around the world

Singapore English 

General discussion points
Language contact — Most of these features of Singapore English are modeled on Chinese 
grammar as well as the grammar of simplified lingua francas (languages of wider 
communication) that were spoken in Singapore before English was established, e.g. Bazaar 
Malay. 

Colloquial speech — When spoken fast, Colloquial Singapore English can be 
incomprehensible to outsiders. It is one of the dialects that has changed the most in terms 
of structure over 200 years. 

Degree of change — Other postcolonial varieties of English, e.g. Indian English, are not as 
different from British English in their grammar. 

History and nativisation — There are many reasons for these differences, including the 
type of grammar found in the languages of the region, colonial language policies, 
postcolonial language policies, and whether English was used as an informal trade language 
in the region (as it was in Singapore) or not (as in India), and whether speakers are 
becoming native in English (as in Singapore) or not.
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English around the world

Singapore English 

Questions for discussion
• What are some distinctive grammatical features of CSE (first part of transcript)?

• How do we know these aren’t just mistakes? 
(Hint: Examine their command of a standard style of English.)

• Why do you think they all shift away from CSE in the later exchange?

• Are there some similarities to the case of AAVE? For example, do both the standard 
and the colloquial variety both have some advantages for the speakers? 
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Summary

• Teach Real English!
Audio clips, transcripts, discussion points, research summaries 
for A-level use

• AAVE and Singapore English
° Remind us of the shifting centres of gravity of English
° Showcase multi-style competence among many English speakers
° Showcase complexity of dialect grammars

à Different subfields — phonetics, syntax, sociolinguistics — together 
make the best case for complex competence behind ‘Real English’
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Thank you!
d.sharma@qmul.ac.uk

Discussion themes
• What works well when we work with the public?
• Has the work changed us — in terms of research or attitude?
• What are some challenges — for participants or for us?


